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1 

Custom Trail Generation 

1st Idea 
- User input the total amount of time to take  total 

travelling time 
- User inputs the starting location 
- Trail would only be one-way 
- Calculate the shortest time until we reach the total 

travelling time. 
2nd Idea 
- Allow users to choose their own locations based on 

a list of nearest places 
3rd Idea 
- User inputs the distance (radius) that they want to 

find and the amount of time that they want to 
take. 

- A list of nearby places within the radius would be 
displayed to the user 

- User will choose the next location based on the list 
and will continue choosing until the amount of 
time is reached. 

Map View or List View? 
- Have categories that are saved on the server-side: 

Demolished, Non-existed, replaced 
- The trail would not display these kind of places (or 

user can decide via filter) 
4th Idea 
- Include a default trail 
 
Question 
- If we saved the points of the old locations in our 

server (e.g. for old playgrounds), it might be there 
anymore on Google Maps (e.g. it would be 
replaced by newer plastic playgrounds). 

- So why would users want to go there? 



2 

Stories 

- Stories can be shared on Facebook 
- Users might not feel any connection to the stories 

that are being shared. 

3 

X-Factor 

Avatar 
- Have an avatar in each location that you can 

interact with. 
- For example the neighbourhood cat, and you can 

feed him. 
- It would make people more engaged to the place. 
Heritage Timeline 
- Have a timeline with the list of previous heritage 

sites that the user has visited. 

 


